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STARFORST  

STARFORST

STARFORST is a powerful 
yet easily maneuverable 

forestry mulcher.
It is so agile thanks to the 
innovative articulated and  

self-aligning 3-point linkage, 
patented by SEPPI M. 

This allows to reach large 
inclinations and to do a great job!

options MIDIdt STAR OPT

PTO shaft O O 008
swinging hammer rotor O X 193
fixed knife rotor MINI DUO O S 228
front attachment O X 101
centrifugal clutch O O 017
EVATM alignment system X S -
ADAMTM alignment system O O 138
narrow skids O O 183
mechanical guard frame ALBERTA O O 014
mechanical guard frame with tools 
ALBERTA O O 014

+410
hydraulical guard frame ALBERTA O O 131
hydraulical guard frame with tools 
ALBERTA O O 131

+410
hydraulical guard frame with rakes 
ALBERTA O O 222

chevrons for transportation O O 162

 STARFORST

working width 
cm [“]

overall width
cm [“]

depth
cm [“]

height
cm [“]

weight* 
kg [lb]

standard
MINI DUO

#
kW**

min-max
HP**

min-max

200 [79] 244 [96] 132 [52] 115 [45] 2.650 [5,840] 44 133-185 180-250
225 [89] 258 [102] 132 [52] 115 [45] 2.890 [6,370] 48 133-185 180-250
250 [98] 283 [111] 132 [52] 115 [45] 3.180 [7,010] 52 133-185 180-250

S: standard - O: option - X: not available

* The weight of the machine is approximate, it refers to the standard version without any options and it may vary.
** The indicated kW and HP refer to the power required at the PTO output shaft, not to the nominal tractor power.

easy maintenance with 
remote greasing of the 
rotor bearings

180-250 HP

EVATM-system: 
hydraulic tilting of 
the mulcher 
PTO shaft alignment
with equal angles

guard frames for felling 
operations and 
to protect the tractor:
there are different types 
available.

OPT 014

ADAMTM-system: 
hydraulic tilting of 
the mulcher 
PTO shaft alignment
with W-angles

OPT 014+410 OPT 131 OPT 131+410 OPT 222


